
Sogeti provides a one-stop 
shop set of offerings around 
the Power Platform. Our offer 
comprises consultancy and 
training, along with solution build, 
legacy migration and platform 
development. 

We have expert resources and services around 
Power Apps, Power BI, Power Automate and 
Power Virtual Agents. Our strong set of Microsoft 
Power Platform capabilities and ready to use 
offerings help you implement new applications at 
the core of your business - faster. 

Leverage Sogeti’s tried and tested processes, 
platforms, accelerators and our experienced 
professionals to help your organization:

• Upskill and build Knowledge internally 
 – Remote App in a day session  

• Maintain and Optimize 
 – Run your Power Platform CoE and provide 
teams to develop Apps as a Service 

• Build Apps together
 – App in a Week  
 – Hackathon s
 – Low code Thinkubator  (from business ideas to 
working app in weeks)

 – Innovation factory ( joint offering with 
Microsoft) – fixed price quick start with 
software bundle included 

• Scale out the Power Platform to your Enterprise
 – Create the foundation and baseline using 
our best practices and accelerators to build 
you a CoE and App Factory  (staffed with your 
people or ours or a combination of both)

 – Power Boost Library  – re-use of our best 
practices, custom connectors and other 
accelerators that can be used to accelerate 
Power Platform adoption and development 

Find out more about Sogeti and Microsoft Power 
Platform visit our website or connect directly 
with our global experts.
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About Sogeti
Part of the Capgemini Group, Sogeti operates in more than 100 locations globally. Working 
closely with clients and partners to take full advantage of the opportunities of technology, Sogeti 
combines agility and speed of implementation to tailor innovative future-focused solutions in 
Digital Assurance and Testing, Cloud and Cybersecurity, all fueled by AI and automation. With its 
hands-on ‘value in the making’ approach and passion for technology, Sogeti helps organizations 
implement their digital journeys at speed. 

A global leader in consulting, digital transformation, technology and engineering services, 
Capgemini is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities 
in the evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year+ heritage 
and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables organizations to realize their business 
ambitions through an array of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by the 
conviction that the business value of technology comes from and through people. Today, it is a 
multicultural company of 270,000 team members in almost 50 countries. With Altran, the Group 
reported 2019 combined revenues of €17billion.

Visit us at 

www.sogeti.com


